Romantic Suspense

New Books

Elizabeth A. Adler
The Charmers*

Sandra Brown
Sting*

M. L. Buchman
Heart Strike*

Christine Feehan
Fire Bound*

Lori Foster
Under Pressure*

Heather Graham
Flawless*

Linda Howard
Troublemaker*

Brenda Jackson
Forged in Desire

Jayne Ann Krentz
When All the Girls Have Gone*

Nora Roberts
The Obsession*

Katie Ruggle
Hold Your Breath*

Tiffany Snow
Follow Me

Paperbacks

D. D. Ayres
Force of Attraction*

Kate Brady
Where Evil Waits

Karen Chance
Inked*

Lisa Jackson
The Morning After*

Merline Lovelace
The First Mistake

Marta Perry
Where Secrets Sleep*

Karen Robards
Guilty*

Nora Roberts
Remember When*

Karen Rose
Watch Your Back*

Stephanie Tyler
Vipers Rule*

Julie Ann Walker
Hell or High Water*

An * after the title indicates it is also available in our Digital Collection as an eBook.
Lauren Beukes  
*The Shining Girls*

Sandra Brown  
*Deadline*

Mary Higgins Clark  
*Daddy's Gone A-Hunting*

Jeffery Deaver  
*The Skin Collector*

Christina Dodd  
*Obsession Falls*  
*Virtue Falls*

J.T. Ellison  
*When Shadows Fall*

Iris Johansen  
*The Perfect Witness*

Jayne Ann Krentz  
*Trust No One*

Elizabeth Lowell  
*Beautiful Sacrifice*

Karen Robards  
*Hush*

Nora Roberts  
*The Collector*

Danielle Steel  
*Betrayal*

More Romantic Suspense Authors!

Cherri Adair  
Kristen Ashley  
Maya Banks  
Suzanne Brockman  
Catherine Coulter  
Dee Davis  
Kendra Elliot  
Anne Frasier

Lisa Gardner  
Julie Garwood  
Cindy Gerard  
Laura Griffin  
Laura Leigh  
Catherine Mann  
Kat Martin  
Carla Neggers

Brenda Novak  
J.D. Robb  
Sharon Sala  
Lisa Scottoline  
Karen Slaughter  
Erica Spindler  
Colleen Thompson  
Debra Thompson  
Rebecca York

Visit ppld.org/reading-lists to find other lists you might enjoy!